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AT PAXMAN, WE 
WANT TO MAKE THE 
IMPLEMENTATION 
OF YOUR SITE’S 
NEW PAXMAN 
SCALP COOLING 
SYSTEM AS EASY  
AS POSSIBLE.
Our Training Teams will have worked closely with Clinical 
staff to ensure that they are ready to provide treatment, to 
your patients, but we are also keen to ensure that you have 
the right education resources for your site. This will ensure 
that you can inform and educate patients, provide them with 
current and accurate information about the treatment and 
will lessen the work load for clinical staff as there is a whole 
host of supportive information that we can provide digitally 
as well as remotely. 
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This catalog documents all the 
literature available to you and where 
we have found these items to be useful 
in our experience. Sites and patients 
are different at each location so we 
would like to know what you feel 
would work best in your practice.

We have covered all aspects of the 
scalp cooling process, from items that 
facilitate the Oncologist introducing 
the process quickly and simply to 
the patient, promotional posters and 
leaflets for waiting rooms, patient 
resources from full overview to hair 
care guides, as well as items to ensure 
the nursing staff feel confident with 
the system. 

We have organized our literature by 
audience so you can streamline your 
process effectively. 

We can also provide a selection of 
materials that are available to co-
brand, allowing your site to promote 
scalp cooling with your facility at front 
of mind. 

Talk to one of our Marketing Team 
to understand more about how we 
can support your site so that you can 
provide scalp cooling to all those that 
would like to access the treatment.

To order Paxman Communications 
literature please use the order form. 
Click here!

https://paxmanscalpcooling.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Order-Form-US-Issue-1-0121-WEB.pdf




HERE TO SUPPORT



CLINICIAN  
INFORMATION
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An in-depth look at key global clinical data from studies on scalp cooling. From 
success rates and efficacy, studies on infusion times, the impact of scalp cooling 
on patient well-being, persistent alopecia prevention, hair regrowth, very low risk 
of scalp metastases and effect on survival rates.

Clinical Efficacy Brochure



CLINICIAN  
TO PATIENT

All the information you need to get in 
touch with Paxman in a handy size.

Getting In Touch Card

To be given to the patient during 
the sizing process so that they can 
engage with and note down which 
size cap they are and to make them 
feel comfortable about the next steps 
in the scalp cooling journey. The card 
also gives details on follow up  
contacts as well as a reminder to 
practice cap fitting.

Post Sizing Card
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A useful introduction item that will 
inform the patient that scalp cooling is 
an option, how the process works and 
basic costings. Perfect for waiting rooms 
or as the first touch point for the patient 
with scalp cooling as an option.

Patient Handout

This provides the patient with everything 
they need to be able to make an 
informed decision about scalp cooling 
and lays out everything they will need to 
know, guiding them through from the 
beginning to the end of the process.

Patient Introduction



Information and signposting for patients 
requiring financial assistance to help with 
affordability of scalp cooling treatment.

This provides the patient with all the 
information they need to prepare 
themselves fully before their first 
treatment including watching our 
tutorial videos and practicing cap fitting. 
This information is also included in the 
Patient Brochure. 

Foundations &  
Financial Support

Getting Started Guide



PATIENT

Our most comprehensive patient information in one 
place. This is everything a patient will need to guide 
them through the scalp cooling process from getting 
ready for their first treatment through to their final 
chemo and beyond. It includes hair care guidance, 
trouble-shooting information, advice, support and  
lots more.

Patient Brochure

The Patient Brochure is available in multiple  
languages including: Spanish and Russian.
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In depth hair care information for 
patients, tailored to different hair types. 
This will guide the patient through the 
most important hair care processes 
such as washing and brushing. Hair 
care advice can be really important 
to ensure that the patient finds scalp 
cooling as easy as possible, and will 
therefore be more likely to have a 
positive outcome. (Both guides are 
included in the Patient Brochure).

Common Sense Guide 
To Cold Cap Haircare 
Hair types 1&2 and 3&4

Answers to all the questions that arise 
when chemo and scalp cooling are 
finished; when to return to usual hair 
care, when the patient can dye their 
hair and how long shedding may 
continue for. (The guide is included in 
the Patient Brochure).

The Post Scalp Cooling 
Hair Care Guide



There are foundations that can help you to 
cover costs. For more information visit our 
website or speak with your clinical team.

There is support.

coldcap.com

IS AVAILABLE FOR SCALP COOLING.

FINANCIAL SUPP   RT

AWARENESS & DISPLAY

THE PAXMAN  
SCALP COOLING  
FACEBOOK GROUP...

SELF ADVOCATE, JOIN HERE:
www.facebook.com/groups/PaxmanScalpCooling  

A place to talk, get advice and support 
from those who are cold capping.

A simple way to remind patients that 
financial support is available through 
a number of foundations to cover the 
out of pocket costs of scalp cooling.

Financial Support Poster

The ideal way to display our literature, 
perfect for office practice waiting 
rooms. Dimensions (in.): 11.0 x 8.6

Acrylic Leaflet Holder
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Easily share how to access the  
Paxman Scalp Cooling private group. 
It’s a really positive active community 
of those scalp cooling around the 
world. A fantastic place to find peer  
to peer support, advice, and 
guidance for patients. Dimensions 
(in.): 11.75 x 8.4

Facebook Poster



A simple but effective way of bringing the availability of scalp cooling 
to your patient’s attention. Perfect for waiting rooms and notice 
boards. Dimensions (in.): 17.0 x 11.0

Scalp Cooling is available here poster 

SCALP COOLING
OFFERED HERE
Please ask your physician about 
how Paxman can help you retain 
your hair during chemotherapy.

Learn more at coldcap.com

SCALP COOLING
OFFERED HERE
Please ask your physician about 
how Paxman can help you retain 
your hair during chemotherapy.

Learn more at coldcap.com

SCALP COOLING
OFFERED HERE
Please ask your physician about 
how Paxman can help you retain 
your hair during chemotherapy.

Learn more at coldcap.com

SCALP COOLING
OFFERED HERE
Please ask your physician about 
how Paxman can help you retain 
your hair during chemotherapy.

Learn more at coldcap.com

1. 2.

3. 4.



VIDEO CONTENT

A succinct explanation of how scalp 
cooling works in the form of an 
animation. Easy to follow but educative 
all in the space of 70 seconds. This can 
a very helpful video for introducing 
scalp cooling to a patient. 

Download available upon request

How it works

An introduction to Paxman and what 
scalp cooling offers to a patient. 
Perfect for a waiting room screen as 
sound is not required. 

Download available upon request

60 Seconds of Paxman
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A digital version of the Facebook 
Group poster, allowing the information 
to be displayed on screens in waiting 
rooms etc.

Facebook Group Info

Our step by step guides that walk 
patients and clinicians through 
everything a patient needs to know 
about the cooling cap. There are 
separate videos for cap sizing, cap 
fitting, preparing the hair and also a 
hints and tips video; all of which can 
be watched in under 15 minutes. These 
videos will enable the patient to practice 
cap fitting at home, and can be easily 
referred to when fitting the cap at 
each treatment. Our tutorials focus on 
ensuring that the patient empowers 
themselves to achieve the best possible 
fit of the cap, taking additional burden 
away from nursing staff.

Download available upon request

Tutorial Videos



CO-BRANDING
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The following items can all be 
co-branded to feature your site’s  
logo and name on our literature.

When supplying your logo please 
provide whenever possible in vector 
format, along with any guidelines  
we need to adhere to when  
applying it.

Hair loss is not inevitable 
Scalp cooling empowers you with the 
opportunity to preserve privacy, boost 
confidence and maintain a positive attitude 
towards treatment. Please ask your doctor 
for information on scalp cooling today.  
It’s time to take back some control. 

What is scalp cooling? 
Scalp cooling is a simple treatment that can 
help to prevent hair loss caused by certain 
chemotherapy drugs. The use of scalp cooling 
has been proven to be effective in preventing 
chemotherapy induced alopecia, or hair loss, 
and can result in retaining much of the hair  
during treatment.

coldcap.com

We help patients 
retain their hair during 
chemotherapy.

Patient Hand Out

Post Sizing Card

Your 
logo 
here

Your 
logo 
here

There are foundations that can help you to 
cover costs. For more information visit our 
website or speak with your clinical team.

There is support.

coldcap.com

IS AVAILABLE FOR SCALP COOLING.

FINANCIAL SUPP   RT

Financial Support Poster
Your 
logo 
here



SCALP COOLING
OFFERED HERE
Please ask your physician about 
how Paxman can help you retain 
your hair during chemotherapy.

Learn more at coldcap.com

Poster
Your 
logo 
here

PAXMAN
GETTING 
STARTED

Getting Started Guide

Your 
logo 
here

THE 
PAXMAN 
GUIDE TO  
SCALP  
C OLING
Caution: Federal law (USA) restricts this device to 

sale by or on the order of a Physician, Rx Only.

IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Patient Brochure

Your 
logo 
here

Acrylic Leaflet Holder

Cold Capping Available here:

You have a choice. Cold Capping can 
help retain hair during chemotherapy. 

Ask your healthcare team about 
Paxman Scalp Cooling.

coldcap.com

THE 
PAXMAN 
GUIDE TO  
SCALP  
C OLING
Caution: Federal law (USA) restricts this device to 

sale by or on the order of a Physician, Rx Only.

IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Your 
logo 
here



To order Paxman Communications 
literature please use the order forms  
in the following pages.



Name: Telephone:

Address (Please include a recipient’s name, facility and full mailing address below)

Item QTY Item QTY

Product Code: 600-16-43

Patient Introduction
Dimensions(in.): 10.5 x 5.5

An introduction to scalp cooling to 

allow informed decision making. 

To be given to all newly diagnosed 

patients either in folders or at first 

oncologist appointment

PAXMAN 
SCALP 
COOLING
INTRODUCTION

Caution: Federal law (USA) 

restricts this device to sale by or 

on the order of a Physician.

Product Code: 600-16-08

Patient Handout
One pager including scalp cooling, 

pricing and delivery. To be given to 

all newly diagnosed patients either 

in folders or at first oncologist 

appointment

Hair loss is not inevitable 
Scalp cooling empowers you with the 
opportunity to preserve privacy, boost 
confidence and maintain a positive attitude 
towards treatment. Please ask your doctor 
for information on scalp cooling today.  
It’s time to take back some control. 

What is scalp cooling? 
Scalp cooling is a simple treatment that can 
help to prevent hair loss caused by certain 
chemotherapy drugs. The use of scalp cooling 
has been proven to be effective in preventing 
chemotherapy induced alopecia, or hair loss, 
and can result in retaining much of the hair  
during treatment.

coldcap.com

We help patients 
retain their hair during 
chemotherapy.

Product Code: 600-16-02

Patient Brochure
Dimensions(in.): 10.5 x 5.5

The complete scalp cooling manual 

for patients that have been enrolled. 

Included in Paxman Patient Cap Kit

THE 
PAXMAN 
GUIDE TO  
SCALP  
C OLING
Caution: Federal law (USA) restricts this device to 

sale by or on the order of a Physician, Rx Only.

IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Product Code: 600-16-05

Getting Started Guide
Dimensions(in.): 10.5 x 5.5

Summary of patient preparation 

process ahead of their first treatment

PAXMAN
GETTING 
STARTED

Product Code: 600-16-02A

Patient Brochure Spanish
Dimensions(in.): 10.5 x 5.5

Spanish translation of Patient 

Brochure 

Product Code: 600-16-39

Post-Sizing Card
To be kept in cap sizing tub. Card for 

patients to note down their cap size 

after sizing process 

Product Code: 600-16-43A 

Foundations and Financial 
Support 
Dimensions(in.): 10.5 x 5.5

Information for patients on financial 

assistance and charity support

FOUNDATIONS  
& FINANCIAL
SUPPORT

Product Code: 600-16-01 

Clinical Efficacy Brochure 
Summary of key international 

clinical data, papers and trials  

on scalp cooling

 US UK ROW ISSUE 2 1020

PAXMAN SCALP 
COOLING SYSTEM 
CLINICAL EFFICACY

Please allow up to 14 business days for processing and delivery.

Please send all orders to HCP@PaxmanUSA.com

PAXMAN SUPPLIES  
ORDER FORM CATALOG



PAXMAN SUPPLIES  
ORDER FORM CATALOG

Item QTY Item QTY

The Common-Sense Guide to 
Cold Cap Haircare (Type 1&2)
Dimensions(in.): 10.5 x 5.5

Patient guide to hair care through the 

scalp cooling process, for patients 

with straight or wavy hair

THE  
COMMON- 
SENSE GUIDE  
TO COLD CAP  
HAIRCARE

HAIR TYPE 1-2

Product Code: 600-16-25

Getting In Touch Card
Paxman’s important contact details

The Common-Sense Guide to 
Cold Cap Haircare (Type 3&4)
Dimensions(in.): 10.5 x 5.5

Patient guide to hair care through the 

scalp cooling process, for patients 

with curly or coily hair

THE  
COMMON- 
SENSE GUIDE  
TO COLD CAP  
HAIRCARE

HAIR TYPE 3-4

The Post Scalp Cooling  
Haircare Guide 
Patient guide to hair care once 

the scalp cooling process is 

completed

THE  
POST SCALP 
COOLING  
HAIRCARE
GUIDE

Product Code: 600-16-35

Facebook Group Poster 
Dimensions(in.): 11.75 x 8.4

Awareness poster for Paxman 

Facebook Support Group THE PAXMAN  
SCALP COOLING  
FACEBOOK GROUP...

SELF ADVOCATE, JOIN HERE:
www.facebook.com/groups/PaxmanScalpCooling  

A place to talk, get advice and support 
from those who are cold capping.

Product Code: 600-16-34

Facebook Group Flyer 
Flyer with details of the Paxman 

Facebook Support Group (same 

as the Facebook Group Poster in 

compact size)

THE PAXMAN  
SCALP COOLING  
FACEBOOK GROUP...

SELF ADVOCATE, JOIN HERE:
www.facebook.com/groups/PaxmanScalpCooling  

A place to talk, get advice and support 
from those who are cold capping.

Scalp Cooling Offered Here 
Poster - Image 1
Dimensions(in.): 17.0 x 11.0

SCALP COOLING
OFFERED HERE
Please ask your physician about 
how Paxman can help you retain 
your hair during chemotherapy.

Learn more at coldcap.com

Scalp Cooling Offered Here 
Poster - Image 2
Dimensions(in.): 17.0 x 11.0

SCALP COOLING
OFFERED HERE
Please ask your physician about 
how Paxman can help you retain 
your hair during chemotherapy.

Learn more at coldcap.com

Scalp Cooling Offered Here 
Poster - Image 3
Dimensions(in.): 17.0 x 11.0

SCALP COOLING
OFFERED HERE
Please ask your physician about 
how Paxman can help you retain 
your hair during chemotherapy.

Learn more at coldcap.com

Scalp Cooling Offered Here 
Poster - Image 4
Dimensions(in.): 17.0 x 11.0

SCALP COOLING
OFFERED HERE
Please ask your physician about 
how Paxman can help you retain 
your hair during chemotherapy.

Learn more at coldcap.com

Product Code: 600-16-44

Acrylic Leaflet Holder
Dimensions(in.): 11.0 x 8.6

To hold items such as the Patient 

Brochure, Diagnosis Brochure or  

Hair Care Guides etc



PAXMAN SUPPLIES  
ORDER FORM CATALOG

Name: Telephone:

Address (Please include a recipient’s name, facility and full mailing address below)

Please allow up to 14 business days for processing and delivery.

Item QTY

1 Litre Coolant
Product Code: 

Cap Sizing Pack
Product Code: 

Master Card
Product Code: 

Haircare Booster Kit 
(5x conditioner, 5x spray bottle, 5x headband)
Product Code: 

Please send all orders to HCP@PaxmanUSA.com







hcp@paxmanusa.com 
paxmanscalpcooling.com

coldcap.com
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